
Summer 2018, MATH 1220 Calculus II Section 2
Instructor: MacArthur, Kelly (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 35 possible respondents.
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Instructor encouraged
questions/ opinions
(MacArthur)
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(MacArthur)
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83% (10)17% (2)5.285.135.164.915.304.945.8334%12
Instructor presented
effectively (MacArthur)
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92% (11)8% (1)5.335.225.255.075.415.125.9234%12
Instructor was organized
(MacArthur)
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91% (10)9% (1)5.235.105.194.905.284.955.9131%11Overall effective course7

82% (9)18% (2)5.245.115.254.935.304.965.8231%11Learned great deal6

83% (10)17% (2)5.325.185.224.965.45.105.8334%12
Assignments & exams
covered the course

5

83% (10)17% (2)5.265.115.184.925.244.965.8334%12Course materials helpful4

83% (10)17% (2)5.255.125.214.985.335.045.8334%12Content well-organized3

92% (11)8% (1)5.355.215.305.065.395.125.9234%12Objectives met2

92% (11)8% (1)5.405.245.395.115.475.175.9234%12Objectives clearly stated1
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92% (11)8% (1)5.365.235.275.025.425.065.9234%12
Overall effective instructor
(MacArthur)

15

Very helpful in and out of the classroom and eager to answer questions.MacArthur

Flipped classroom, and group sectionsMacArthur

She made you feel comfortable sharing your ideas to the class. She also taught everything very clearly.MacArthur

the group quizzes were very helpful and doing example problems every day helped a lot for meMacArthur

Was available and very forward with the advice of how to succeed. Really enjoyed the weekly updates.MacArthur

Willingness to fully explain examples when students didn’t understand, and listening to students opinions on the class layoutMacArthur

Always cares for students as well as calculus. Makes students excited to learn and always feel welcome. Kelly is 100% the best mathematics professor at the
U that I have encountered by far!

MacArthur

Question: Instructor Comments

I like the flipped classroom and doing homework as needed for success- not to receive a grade.

Flipped classroom and group work

Group quizzes every day and a flipped classroom setting

Group quizzes and flipped class

Flipped Classroom, accelerated pace.

Online material helped, like the schedule and group work helped me understand the material much more easily

Working in groups and having it be a flipped classroom helped a lot

Flipped classroom was great. Kelly is the best professor I have ever had.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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